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PASO DOBLE
 



Paso Doble

About PASO DOBLE
WITH  A CODE ZERO SAIL, A SPINNAKER
SAIL VERY FAST SEXY FRENCH BOAT.

Integrating all the latest improvements and key innovations of the Sun
Odyssey line, this 13-metre sailboat is fast and easy to manoeuver. It has
a drop down swim platform and 3 bedrooms, 2 heads, storage lockers.



Exterior Design
With twin helm stations allowing high-side
operation and visibility, 42 feet of overall length, a
13-foot beam, this yacht sails brilliantly in any seas.
Her state-of-the-art rigging includes an in-mast
furling mainsail and furling genoa that are both
entirely controlled from the cockpit by large Harken
winches, providing maximum safety and
convenience.
The yacht has a bow thruster which allows lateral
control of the bow for ease of docking.
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LENGTH OVERALL:12.76 M / 41'10"

HULL LENGTH:11.99 M / 39'4"

HULL BEAM:3.99 M / 13'1"

DISPLACEMENT:7860 KG / 17328 LBS

STANDARD KEEL DRAUGHT :2.1 M / 6'11"

FUEL CAPACITY:200 L / 53 US GAL

WATER CAPACITY:140 GAL, 529 LITERS.

AVAILABLE ENGINES:STANDARD:

YANMAR 40CV / 28,7KW

OPTION: YANMAR 45CV / 33KW

CE CATEGORY:A8 / B10 / C12

CHARACTERISTICS
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Interior Design
Below deck, she is spacious and
inviting. Finely finished teak is used
throughout. She has 3 sleeping
cabins forward and aft with fine
cabinetry and large hatches for
natural light and ventilation. The
main salon provides a large table
with U-shaped seating for seven. Two
wide seats flank another table on the
port side. 
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Master Suite
The master suite is a luxurious cabin with its own private head
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Guest Suites
The two guest cabins  allow family and friends
sufficient privacy and maximum comfort. 
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Her sizable L-shaped galley provides a two-
burner stove, oven, microwave, refrigerator
and a double sink with hot and cold pressure
water. The galley is stocked with quality wine
glasses, plates, silverware, cookware and
utensils.

Kitchen
BUILT-IN FITTED KITCHEN.
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Soak Up The Sun
She easily accommodates nine passengers seated in
her spacious cockpit. Forward she has abundant
area for sun bathing and moving about. Cockpit
seats are inlaid with nicely finished, glowing teak.
A sizable teak inlaid swim platform lets guests
easily accesses the water.
Her twin helm stations have two large steering
wheels and provides top-quality instrumentation
including autopilot, boat speed, depth, wind speed
and direction. Color cartographic GPS is also
mounted in the cockpit.
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Icon Charter

           
SAIL WITH US!

 



 

PER NIGHT

Includes: Captain, Chef,
Soft Drinks, Breakfast,

Snacks, Lunch, Dinner and
Snorkeling equipment, 

 

US$ 1,900
 

 
Does not include tips, alcohol

 Cleaning fee US$ 250
 


